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History of muskellunge management in Nebraska. Daryl Bauer.

Muskellunge management and distribution analysis in a southeast Wisconsin urban lake. Susan M. Beyler and Robert C. Anderson.

Muskellunge in Missouri: A Ten-Year Strategic Plan. Mark F. Boone.


Movement and habitat use of muskellunge in Kinkaid Lake. Ron Brooks.

The application of DNA-based genetic tools towards the conservation and management of the muskellunge. Esox masquinongy. Michael Butler and Chris Wilson.

Best practices for the catch and release of muskellunge. Michael Butler and Paul Gasbarino.

Maintaining muskellunge populations and quality sports fisheries: A biological basis for setting size limits and determining minimum ultimate length or trophy standard - A tribute to Dr. E.J. Crossman. John M. Casselman and Chris J. Robinson.

Missouri’s muskie program, egg to angler. Dale Cornelius.


Human influences on natural spawning and reproductive success of muskellunge. James S. Diana, Ashley, Rust, and Sarah Zorn.

A conceptual model of muskellunge spawning habitat in Georgian Bay, Ontario, Canada. B. Farmer, P. Chow-Fraser, and T. Seilheimer.

Development, implementation, and evaluation of an international muskellunge management strategy for the upper St. Lawrence River. John M. Farrell Rodger M. Klindt, Steven R. LaPan, Albert Schiavone and John M. Casselman.
The Green Bay Great Lakes strain muskellunge reintroduction program. Kevin L. Kapuscinski.

Characteristics of Ontario muskellunge fisheries based on volunteer angler diary information. Steven J. Kerr.

Spawning and post-spawning movements of the St. Lawrence River muskellunge (Esox masquinongy). Steven R. LaPan, Albert Schiavone, Rodger Klindt Robert G. Werner and John M. Farrell.

Biological characteristics of record class muskellunge populations in Georgian Bay and the North Channel, Lake Huron. A.P. Liskauskas

Diseases in muskellunge. Susan Marcquenski.

Effects of a single-hook live bait angling technique on muskellunge survival. Terry L. Margenau.

Biological characteristics of a riverine muskellunge population. Scott Morrison, Christopher O'Bara, and Joel Harrison.

The use of angler diary surveys to evaluate long-term changes in muskie populations on Lake of the Woods, Ontario. Tom Mosindy and Mark Duffy.

Quantification of native muskellunge nursery habitat in the upper St. Lawrence River: influences of fish community and habitat structure on occurrence, abundance, and production. Brent A. Murry and John M. Farrell.


Expulsion of miniature radio Transmitters along with eggs of northern pike and muskellunge a new method for locating critical spawning habitat. Rodney B. Pierce, Jerry A. Younk, and Cynthia M. Tomcko.

Factors affecting historical year-class strengths of trophy muskellunge (Esox masquinongy) populations. Chris J. Robinson and John M. Casselman.

Historical trends in body growth of five Ontario muskellunge (Esox masquinongy) populations. Chris J. Robinson and John M. Casselman.

Development of muskellunge fisheries in Lakes Monona and Wingra, Wisconsin. R. Scot Stewart, Kurt Welke, and Mike Vogelsang.

Analysis of 40 years of Lake St. Clair muskie fishing records. Michael V. Thomas and Robert Haas.


An examination of Minnesota’s muskellunge waters. Jerry A. Younk and Donald L. Pereira.